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Open vs. Closed: Achieving the Optimal
Library Office Ecosystem
By Steven Bell

other staff surrounded me, some
in offices but most sharing my misery. The con
Stant flow of people walking by, conducting loud
phone conversations, eating wildly aromatic
foods or just plain being annoying assured I was
constantly subject to every type of distraction.
What I would have given for a few cubicle walls.
Hours spent at the busy reference desk served
space
as a respite from the headache-inducing
I referred to jokingly as “my office". It took two
years and a colleague's retirement before I gradu
ated to an actual office. Its low glass partitions
gave it a fishbowl effect, and even with the pres
ence of a door, the term “private" would be inac
_Curate. As I sit in my administrative Suite office
now, contemplating that first depressing office
situation, an important question comes to mind:
Did it make a difference?
Contemporary workspace directly impacts staff's
work quality, productivity and general level of
Satisfaction and morale. Office space experts agree
that design, layout and furniture make a difference.
Where there is consensus lacking is in determining
what type of office workspace makes it happen.
Do individuals work and collaborate best and do
organizations function most productively with an
open or closed office space environment?
With limited research, most of what we know
about the good and bad of workspace arrangements
comes from the field. Depending on whom you ask
about either System, be it closed or open, anticipate
strong opinions. Advocates for open offices praise

days. More commonly, workspace redesign projects
accommodate renovations or organizational change.
This Library Issues explores the sensitive matter
of choosing the optimal workspace for the academic
library staff. What factors should deans, directors
and academic administrators pay attention to when
planning workspace that accommodates presentand
future workflows and worker preferences?
Library staff will no doubt have much to say
about their office arrangements, with the potential
for disagreement, but the real question goes beyond
whether an open or closed system works best. Focus
instead on what is the optimal office ecosystem to
facilitate connections between co-workers that leads
to collaboration that maintains or enhances the qual
ity of Service to community members.
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the arrangement's contribution to better staff com
munication, interaction and engagement. Support
ers of closed systems, typically private offices for
managers and professionals, claim the noise and
distraction created by open systems hurts worker
productivity and morale.
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workspace is an expensive project, but it is high im
pact work that influences how well the library and
staff will function – or fall into dysfunction. New,
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such as Instagram to be more innova
tive than corporations like Kodak.
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arrangements with a culture where
workers in barrier-free, close proximity
achieve the cross-departmental fertil
ization in which creativity and ideation
bloom. Organizations hope to catch that
spark with an open office arrangement.
Ben Waber, writing "Workspaces
That Move People" for Harvard Busi
ness Review Blogs, points to the core
of that Creative Culture: getting em
ployees to collide. “We’ve begun to
unlock the secrets of good office design.
Face-to-Face interactions are the most
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Office design specialists believe that
privacy and collaboration are not mu
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obtainable
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offices with closed doors. The key
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exploration may find good open of
their own city. Sales
representatives from office furniture
useful source
vendors may
information. Seeing and experienc
ing what others have done with their
workspace
better method for
gaining an understanding
how
wellor poorly any officesystem setup
may work for your academic library.
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against the idea" until she toured the
open-plan space
architecture
firm and discovered the experience
“was
bit like the college library
during finals."
Therein lies
more practical
option for decision makers. Visit
the
different office layouts. Speak
designers. Speak
the staff. Find
out how well these different layouts
are working. Finding good library
examples could
challenge.

and too little research supporting
every view.
Martin Pedersen, writing
Metropolis, perhaps sums
up
best when he says, “The truth
architecture can't keep up with
the changes
the workplace. The
whole idea of The Office
under
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office. Arthur said she “was dead set

and pitfalls
different office space
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likely
continue,
with too much anecdotal evidence
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ture, abundant privacy options and
noise-suppressing technology, are
far cry from Dilbert's cubicle farm.
Perhaps the best strategy comes
from Reagan Arthur, publisher for
Little, Brown who was quoted
New York Times article on Hachette
to
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Space where everyone shares work
benches, tables, lounge areas and
private rooms took careful thought
and planning."
Most higher education workers
are well acquainted with tradi
tional office arrangements but have
exposure
little experience with

well. To make these critical
decisions, administrators must look
beyond pastor current practices and
imagine instead how staff may work
and interact 10,
more years into
the future.
The debate about the benefits
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and privacy.
At Purdue's Parrish Library
Management and Economics,
open
renovated library features
group
office for the small
business
librarians, and they now prefer their
more Collaborative, shared space.
Finding good non-library ex
amples may
better option.
Those with serious interest
field

connectedness. But the journey
from traditional office
this new
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adjacent work/socialize zone with
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different types
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success.
and dwellers that speak to
"An Open Office Experiment
That Actually Worked" Paul Rosen
berg and Kelly Campbell describe
their open-plan office
success
Stating that “The open layout has
increased productivity, energy and
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ration and Serendipitous encounters.
But there's not a lot of evidence be
hind these claims. Whereas there is a

